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THE WORLD OF THE HARP
SUSANN McDONALD
1.
2.
3.
4.

Song in the Night — Salzedo (3:28)
Sonata in D — Mateo Albeniz (1:22)
Rumores de la Caleta — Isaac Albeniz (3:12)
Fire Dance — Watkins (1:49)

Paraguayan Harp
5. La Guabina — Ortiz (1:53)
6. Llanos — Ortiz (2:23)
Irish Harp
7. Believe Me If All Those Endearing Young
Charms and Irish Gigue — arr. McDonald (1:18)
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Greensleeves — Anon. arr. McDonald (2:14)
Courante — Francisque (1:15)
Pavane et Bransles — Francisque (3:04)
Etude de Concert — Tournier (3:28)
Jazz Band — Tournier (3:11)
La Fille aux cheveux de lin — Debussy arr. McDonald (2:30)
La Source — Zabel arr. McDonald (3:20)
La Mandoline — Alvars arr. McDonald (3:54)
Siciliana — Grandjany (3:40)
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SUSANN MCDONALD

For this recording we used two omni B & K condenser microphones, capsule #4134, and B & K pre-amplifier 2319S. The specially constructed low noise,
low distortion power supply and line driver amplifiers were designed and built
by John Meyer of Meyer Sound Laboratories, Inc., San Leandro, California.
The output of the line driver amplifiers was fed directly into the line level
input of a Studer Model 169 Stereo Mixer, which was fed directly into the Digital
Tape Recorder. The portable Studer console is battery-powered. There is no AC
and therefore no chance of hum. The power supply for the Studer 169 console is
a sophisticated battery charger.
The B & K Microphones were originally designed for the high pressure of
very loud sound measurement. It is because of this design characteristic that the
microphone is able to withstand the very high sound pressure level encountered
in music. The highest quality music recording microphones typically reach 3%
distortion at 160 dB, thus giving approximately 30 dB headroom for peaks.
Stan Ricker
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NOTES ON THE PROGRAM

he harp goes as far back, in documented history,
as 3000 B.C., in Mesopotamia and Egypt. The first
European harps appeared in Ireland, where the
harp is still considered the national instrument, the
heraldic symbol of the land. In the 12th century the harp
was widely used by the troubadours on the European
Continent as well, and there is a body of Renaissance
music meant to be played interchangeably on keyboard,
harp or lute. In the early 19th century, the French pianoand harp-maker Sébastien Erard introduced the doubleaction (or double pedal) harp, which is the concert harp
of today. The term “double action” refers to the two additional notches in the seven foot pedals (one for each
tone of the diatonic scale) which change the length of the
strings to produce sharps and flats. Thus each pedal has
three positions (a flat, natural and sharp position). Since
there are literally thousands of pedal combinations, the
harpist is called upon for extremely complex footwork.
In some harp literature, there are as many as 100 pedal
changes per minute.
The concert harp’s forty-seven strings range from
three octaves below the piano’s middle C to the G three
and one-half octaves above middle C. These forty-seven
strings place over a ton of pressure on the harp’s sound
board. Made from maple wood and weighing eighty

pounds, the instrument rests against the harpist’s right
shoulder and is played with only eight fingers, the little
finger being too short.
The Irish harp, popular throughout the ages, was so
easily portable that it became a favorite of bards in the
courts of Europe in the Middle Ages. Its thirty-three
strings range from two octaves below middle C to the G
two and one-half octaves above middle C. In order to
make pitch changes (sharps and flats) the harpist must
turn hand levers at the neck of the harp. The instrument
is characteristically painted green and its hollow sounding board is decorated with shamrocks.
Among South American harps (such as the Mexican, Venuzuelan and Peruvian harps), the Paraguayan
harp is the most sophisticated, standardized, and popular. The official national instrument of Paraguay, this
harp is vertical with perfectly centralized pressures allowing a light construction. The Paraguayan harp’s
thirty-six strings are looser, putting less pressure on
the sounding board, and its pitch is between four and
five notes lower than the pitch of the concert harp. In
the Paraguayan Harp, as in other South American
harps, the right hand plays the melody while the left
hand plays the accompaniment. Nylon is the most
commonly used material for the strings, as opposed to
the gut and wire bound steel of the concert harp. The

Paraguayan harp’s string spacing is narrower than that
of other harps. Most professional Paraguayan harpists
play with their fingernails, as opposed to concert
harpists, who must keep their fingernails very short.
(Only in rare instances, such as in Fire Dance and Song
in the Night, does the concert harpist use fingernails on
the strings.)

Carlos Salzedo (1885-1961), of Basque origin, taught at
the Juilliard School in New York and organized and
headed the harp department at the Curtis Institute in
Philadelphia. Salzedo was known for his innovations
in harp effects and technique, and the popular Song in
the Night (Chanson dans la Nuit) is a lovely example of
the wide range of colors and special effects which are
possible on the concert harp. The composer wrote this
note about the piece: “At the beginning you hear a
warm breeze on a summer night. Strange sounds are
heard, three muted trumpets followed by a tiny bell
ringing. Then a serenade grows and dies away. A
morning breeze is felt, and the composition dies away
in faint rustlings.”

Mateo Albeniz (c.1755-1831), was a Spanish composer
and church organist. His Sonata in D, originally written
for keyboard, is a lively example of early sonata style.

Isaac Albeniz (1860-1909), also of Spanish origin, was
an eminent piano virtuoso as well as composer. The Rumores de la Caleta (Murmurs from the Bay) is from the set
of piano pieces entitled Recuerdos de Viaje (Memories of a
Journey). Often played on the guitar, this piece is a
graceful Malagueña, which features triplet rhythms and
two alternating contrasting melodic sections. The highly
nationalistic style is characteristic of Isaac Albeniz’
music, which is endowed with folk color and intensity
of feeling.
David Watkins (b. 1939), a British harpist and composer,
is currently harpist with the London Philharmonic Orchestra. His Fire Dance was written to imitate the sound
of a small Paraguayan harp with its fast rhythmic drive
and colorful harpistic effects. The fingernail glissandos
in the middle section evoke the excitement of South
American ritual dances. Ms. McDonald premiered this
work in Paris in October, 1962.
Alfredo Ortiz (b. 1946), an internationally known
Paraguayan harp virtuoso who has made his home in
California, arranged these works for Ms. McDonald. La
Guabina, typical of the mountain regions of Colombia,
is named after the rhythms of that region. Llanos (PlainLands), written in the style of the Venezuelan “pasaje”,
or street song, is based on folk music and represents

the traditional music for the Paraguayan harp. The fade
at the end is characteristic of this music, as it is of rock
music, and is done by the artist with no assistance from
the engineer.

For the Irish harp, Ms. McDonald has arranged for this
album two popular folk songs, Believe Me if all those Endearing Young Charms and an Irish Jig. The delicate sound
of the Irish harp is in striking contrast to the brilliance of
the Paraguayan harp.
As an appropriate transition back to the concert harp,
Ms. McDonald plays her own arrangement of the traditional ballad Greensleeves, which is particularly well
suited to the harp.

Antoine Francisque (1570-1605), one of the earliest of
the French lutenists, is remembered for his anthology of
music called the Trésor d’Orphée (Treasure of Orpheus),
which appeared in 1600. The three lute dances, Courante,
Pavane, and Bransles, translate well to the harp. The
Courante, a dance which originated in the 16th century,
received its name from the French courir, to run. It is
characteristically energetic and lively, as is the Courante
included on this album. The Pavane, a Spanish court
dance of the early 16th century, was danced with dignified movements in a slow and stately manner. The Francisque Pavane is richly harmonized. The Bransles, a

popular 16th century group dance, was usually accompanied by singing and various “swaying” movements
(the French bransler meant to sway). The Bransles in this
group, in duple meter, becomes a virtuoso piece when
played on the harp.

Marcel Tournier (1879-1951), for many years professor
of harp at the Paris Conservatory, was a prolific composer of idiomatic music for the harp. Etude de Concert,
one of his best known compositions is subtitled “To the
Morning.” It is a brilliant showpiece for the harp, with
its rippling arpeggios, expressive harmonics and frequent use of doubled unisons which produce a liquid
sound. The rich descending octaves lead to the brilliant
finale, which points up the resonant qualities of the
lower register of the harp. Jazz Band maintains a strong
rhythmic drive throughout, and employs many different
sound colors, including glissandos executed with the
nails and pedal slides.
The great Impressionist composer Claude Debussy
(1862-1918) wrote The Maid with the Flaxen Hair (La Fille
aux cheveux de lin) as one of the Preludes, Book 1 which
appeared in 1910. Inspired by a poem of Leconte de
Lisle, which describes a lovely young girl singing in the
early morning, this piece is fresh and spontaneous, with
a breath of the poem’s Scottish background throughout.

Ms. Mcdonald plays her own arrangement of this wellknown piano composition.

Albert Zabel (1835-1910), a German harpist, held solo
harpist posts in both Berlin and St. Petersburg, and
taught for nearly fifty years at the St. Petersburg Conservatory. Often called the “most popular piece ever
written for the harp,” La Source (The Spring) is a romantic showpiece with its cascading arpeggios and technical brilliance. It was adapted by Ms. McDonald for this
recording.

Elias Parish-Alvars (1808-1849), an English harpist,
was chamber harpist to the Austrian Emperor, and
won international recognition for his virtuosic and difficult showpieces for the harp. Berlioz referred to him
as “the Liszt of the harp.” The Mandolin, also adapted
by Ms. McDonald for this recording, is an example of a
work which could be performed only on the harp,
with its double stringed unisons which imitate the
sound of the mandolin.

Marcel Grandjany (1891-1973), the famous French
harpist who headed the harp department at the Juilliard School, is responsible for the lovely arrangement
of the Siciliana which concludes this album. The Siciliana is based on an original 16th century lute piece,
which was arranged by Respighi as one movement in
his orchestral suite “Dances and Airs.” It is a theme
and variations which is first stated in simple chords,
and them elaborated with scale-like patterns which
grow into descending octave passages accompanying
the melody. The expressive fugue-like ending employs
left hand harmonics gracefully imitating the right
hand melody.

P. Wiggins

